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Front Porch
Dear Readers: Once again, we use this 
entry point to the magazine as Iowans 
have traditionally used a front porch, as 
a place to converse.
Many of our readers have been with 
us for decades, having first subscribed 
to the magazine when it was called The 
Palimpsest and was 5x8 inches. The man 
who introduced many of these readers 
to the magazine was William J. "Steam­
boat Bill" Petersen, superintendent of 
the State Historical Society of Iowa and 
Palimpsest editor for 25 years. As a fol­
low-up to our summer weddings article, 
we thought some of our longtime read­
ers would enjoy the wedding portrait 
(below) of Petersen and Bessie J. Ras­
mus, married on September 25, 1937. 
Petersen retired in 1972. He died in 1989; 
Bessie, in 1994. — The Editor
WILLIAM J  PETERSEN PAPERS. SHSI (K>WA CITY)
Cornhnsking champion 
I, Ivyl Carlson, am the unidentified par­
ticipant in the photograph of the 1940 
national cornhusking contest in Scott
Editor: Ginalie Swaim 
Subscription Coordinator: Carol Carey 
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Julia Seidler, Jennifer Welter
In 1920, the State Historical Society of Iowa 
founded one of the nation's first popular 
history' magazines—The Palimpsest. The 
magazine was renamed Iowa Heritage 
Illustrated in 1996, the year of Iowa's 150th 
anniversary' of statehood.
County, Iowa, pictured on page 38 in priated from the local sale barn. The
your spring issue. [See "Image Con- group made Mom and Dad ride around
scious: Selections from the Photograph the square, with Mom's students follow 
Collections of the Putnam Museum."] ing gleefully. For the next two weeks.
Contestants who got to husk in the na- kids showed up at their house after dark
tional contest started from the bottom, pressing their noses against the front 
having to win county contests, next dis- windows. Dad would go out and bu\
trict, then the state contest. The state them off with a candy bar. Finally he
champion, plus runner-up, went to the called it quits and the "free lunch 
final contest, there being 22 contestants ended.
from 11 corn-growing states. It being a One minor footnote: When the ring-
very warm October 30th, I removed my leader of the "front window shivaree
shirt and undershirt. The people who himself got married about ten years
came to see the huskers numbered over later, Mom stopped by the newlyweds'
100,000. We husked full speed for 80 home with her four children for a brief,
minutes with no break. Deductions unannounced visit—and left us. Re-
were made for excess husks and corn venge is sweet.
left in the field. The following year, 1941, Tom Morain
I won the state contest held at Hartley, Administrator
Iowa, so I represented Iowa in the na- State Historical Society of Iowa
tional contest at La Salle, Illinois. The
U.S. entered World War II about a May I make an addition to my article,
month after this contest so that was the "Shivaree: A Midwestern Welcome to
end of big-time contests. I am 82 years Marriage" [Summer 1996], about the
old and live at rural Madrid. shivaree of the Knokes at Knoke, Iowa?
Ivyl Carlson Recently, I saw Gertrude Gottberg 
Madrid, Iowa Knoke after 57 years, at her summer
home on the North Shore, Lake Supe- 
More on shivarees rior. 1 found her pleased with the article,
The article on shivarees reminded me of but she felt that I left out the best part of
this photo, taken April 10, 1939, in the their story—music by the Pomeroy,
courthouse square in Jefferson, Iowa. In Iowa, band. A guy likes to be both accu-
the wagon are my parents, Fred and rate and complete when writing about a
Lois Morain, married the previous day. favorite teacher.
Dad was editor of the Jefferson newspa- Gordon Marshall
per, and Mom was the vocal music Milwaukee, Wisconsin
teacher. (She had had to 
get permission from the 
efferson school board 
to marry while she was 
still teaching because 
her contract forbade it.)
Around 3:30 on the 
Monday after the wed­
ding Dad had a caller at 
the newspaper who es­
corted him to the high 
school. There he dis­
covered Mom (who had 
also received a "special 
invitation") and the 
woebegone nag, appro-
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Before They Fall": 
roop Cole and the WCTU's 
j Movement
iley-D unsheath
‘thing stirring within me through my whole being, 
nan wrote. "I must do something." What Cordelia 
hose to do stirred audiences across the Midwest.
t t
Subscribe today to 
Iowa Heritage Illustrated
and you'll save 20%*
Use the tear-out postcard at the 
back of this issue for your ticket 
to yesterday. . .
While you're signing up 
out a gift subscription card 
and bring your friends 
along for the ride
Bronson Alcott Visits Mt. Pleasant
by the Editor
The New England transcendentalist charmed 
his listeners—especially when he talked about 
his daughter, Louisa May.
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"Save Them Before They Fall":
Cordelia Throop Cole and the WCTU's 
Social Purity Movement
by Megan Hailey-Dunsheath
' There is something stirring within me through my whole being, 
the young woman wrote. "I must do something." What Cordelia 
Throop Cole chose to do stirred audiences across the Midwest.
//
Bronson Alcott Visits Mt. Pleasant
by the Editor
The New England transcendentalist charmed 
his listeners—especially when he talked about 
his daughter, Louisa May.
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1200 CENTER STREET 
S a tu rd a y ,  S e p te m b e r  30, 1939
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Sunbonnets
by Mary Wear Briggs
A strong Iowa farm woman found beauty 
danger—in everyday life.
■and AS i
Patten's Neighborhood:
The Center Street Community and the 
African-American Printer Who Preserved It
by Jack Lufkin
For a half century in Des Moines, the rhythm of Robert Patten's 
printing presses echoed the pulse of life on Center Street.
When Flip Benson's Famous Harlem Aces came to Des Moines, job printer 
Robert E. Patten printed information about their local appearance on this poster, 
thus pulling in audiences for the Chicago swing band. The performance was 
ephemeral, but thanks to Patten's careful saving of hundreds of his print jobs, 
Iowa ns today can glimpse a half century of African-American life in the Center 
Street district in Des Moines. Patten's amazing collection is featured inside.
) /
Cordelia Throop Cole 
and the WCTU’s 
Social Purity Movement
by Megan Hailey-Dunsheath
RKXOBS8 .
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Keokuk, Iowa, March 1853 
"I gave a lecture on physiology to about 100 persons,... an 
august assembly of faculty and students from the collegiate 
institute. . . . Formerly the institute has employed a profes­
sor in the medical college here to give these lectures. Today I 
had the overwhelming compliment that my lectures were 
better than his. By the way, do you recollect the woman who 
lectured in New York State last summer and that I would 
not deign to listen to her and about how much I said about 
the impropriety even the absurdity of a woman lecturing? 
Well—what do you think now when I tell you that I have 
become a public lecturer?"
Cordelia
Cordelia Throop was joking when she wrote in 
this letter to her brother, James, that she had become a 
public lecturer. The 20-year-old teacher had no idea 
that by the end of her life she would have lectured to, 
as well as written for, numerous audiences across and 
beyond Iowa. Her speeches and writings would not be 
science lessons, as her first lecture had been, but 
would urge her listeners to protect the purity of their 
children and sanctity of their homes.
Cordelia Throop Cole would participate in many 
efforts to improve society, from working for a public 
library, to championing the prohibition of alcohol, to 
organizing the dissemination of religious materials. At 
the center of her beliefs and activities was the idea that
the family was the core of society and should remain 
so. This belief led her to work for social purity, a 
movement that sought to cleanse society of sexual 
practices considered deviant, such as masturbation, 
premarital sex, and prostitution, which she believed 
threatened the strength of the family.
As the Iowa Superintendent of the Department of 
Social Purity of the Woman's Christian Temperance 
Union (WCTU) in the 1880s and 1890s, Cole strove to 
replace the perceived licentiousness and unwhole­
some sexual behavior of society with a code of sexual 
morals that would be equally binding on men and 
women. While many social purity reformers at­
tempted to "rescue" women, and occasionally men, in­
volved in prostitution or promiscuous behavior, Cole 
chose to focus on what she thought was the root of the 
problem—poor child rearing. Cole believed that for 
girls and boys to properly defend themselves against 
the sexual temptations of the world, parents had to
A  vigorous campaigner for social purity, CordeliaThroop 
Cole (top right) wrote numerous newspaper columns, 
speeches, and tracts (such as “Our Girls’’) on the impor­
tance of family-centered sex education. Without this, she 
believed, young women would fall into the hands of pan- 
derers and end up as prostitutes. The drawing titled 
“ Remorse” (above) illustrated Save the Girls by Mason 
Long, an I 883 book that sounded a similar alarm.
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BY M RS. C. T. COLE
It is obvious to all who, through reading or travel, are familiar 
with social conditions in other lands, that our American girls have a 
degree of freedom unknown elsewhere. This freedom results largely 
from the unique history and growth of our country. We do not 
propose, at this time, to deal with its causes, however interesting, 
but with the fact itself, and the duties it imposes upon parents and 
guardians, upon the professed followers of Christ, and upon society 
at large.
The peculiar lack of restriction, or espionage of our young girls 
which so strikes our foreign visitors has been greatly intensified dur­
ing the last two decades by the new conditions which co-education 
involves, and the steadily increasing list of employments now open 
to young women. The American girl of to-day literally steps into a 
new world, with conditions, possibilities and ambitions entirely un­
known a generation ago. She finds herself with an entire change of 
front to life and society.
We are proud of the way our girls, as a whole, have met this 
change, and adapted themselves to these new conditions. But we 
must not let this pride blind us to the new dangers that cluster about 
these maiden feet, or to the fact that there is an awful aggregate of 
thousands of untaught, unguarded girls who yearly stumble in dark 
places, and are lost in the deepest, darkest sense of the word. The 
conviction is forced upon us that the cry of these lost ones is steadily 
increasing in volume and pathos—that especially in this Columbian 
year it has been allowed to increase to a shocking extent. We must 
not forget that just below the glistening grandeur of the White City 
with its beautiful chime and triumphant music, there is an awful 
undertone of pathos and despair that makes the angels weep.
With our dull senses that do not penetrate beneath the surfan^
prepare their children for the sexual situations they 
might face.
Cole's concerns with morality and society's appar­
ent disregard for it were present early on, but it would 
take her some time to find her role in the fight against 
vice. As a young mother in the 1860s, she expressed 
her anxieties about the effects of poor child rearing, 
but she would not begin writing and speaking on so­
cial purity and children until the 1880s, after her own 
children had grown up. This stemmed largely from an 
absence of opportunity; the social purity movement 
did not exist as a cohesive force with an actual name 
until the early 1880s. Cole's personal reservations 
about speaking in public also played a part. Though 
she readily wrote about her opinions on reform and 
community matters, she was quite hesitant about 
voicing them to an audience. One of the most remark­
able things about this notable woman is her develop­
ment from the embarrassed, reluctant speaker on 
physiology in 1853 to the determined field worker of 
the WCTU's Department of Social Purity in 1890.
Cordelia Throop (pronounced troop) was born in 1833 to Deborah Goldsmith Throop and George Addison Throop of Hamilton, New 
York. Before her marriage, Deborah had been an itin­
erant painter, an unusual occupation for a woman, 
and had met George while painting his portrait. When 
Cordelia was two years and James four months old, 
their mother died, leaving the two children in the care
of their father. He 
could not care for two 
small children and 
soon sent them to live 
with different sets of 
grandparents; he died 
when Cordelia was 15. 
Although he had not 
lived with his children, 
they had maintained a 
close relationship and 
later in life Cordelia 
spoke of him very 
fondly.
As children, Cor­
delia and her brother 
James formed a close 
bond, one that lasted 
through their adult 
lives. They kept up a 
regular, intimate corre­
spondence, and the 
many letters James re­
ceived from Cordelia 
while she was at school 
in New York and then 
as a teacher in Iowa, re­
veal her innermost 
thoughts. She was an 
extremely energetic, 
optimistic young wo­
man with an indepen­
dent spirit. After their 
father's death, Cordelia 
wrote to James, "We are 
now thrown upon our 
own resources. Morally 
let us aim high. Let no 
foul stain ever spot the 
purity of our character.
I know not your taste 
as regards education, but for my own part I regard it 
as one of the highest earthly objects we can attain."
In keeping with this sentiment, Throop entered 
Hamilton Academy, an all-female boarding school in 
her hometown; she swept rooms and sewed to pay her 
way. She loved school and wrote to James that she did 
not "intend to complete my education here or even in 
this short life," as she wanted to learn so many things. 
While at the academy, Throop also discovered that she 
had a definite gift for writing. In addition to her com­
positions for school, she wrote creative essays and po­
ems on beauty, nature, and home. She also began writ­
ing poetry, prose, and "funny articles" for the school 
newspaper. Throop noted with surprise that "the girls 
. . . seem to think I am adept in such articles."
When Throop finished school in 1852, though she 
wanted to go as a missionary to India, she moved to 
Galesburg, Illinois, at the invitation of an aunt to earn 
money to pay off her remaining school bills. Soon after 
the move, she accepted a teaching position at the co­
educational Collegiate Institute in Keokuk, Iowa. The 
only female teacher at the school, Throop taught all 
subjects, including advanced math and sciences, to 
both "young ladies and gentlemen," as well as leading 
Sunday school classes for six dollars a week.
Her wages were by no means excessive, as she es­
timated with dismay that she would spend at least 
four dollars a week for rent and food. Her money 
problems increased when she came down with a se­
vere case of typhoid fever and incurred expensive 
medical bills. Within the next few years, however, 
Throop began to make more money and in 1854 took a
A  constant  correspondent,  
CordeliaThroop reminded her 
brother, James,“ Morally let us 
aim high.”
Raised apart  from Cordelia, 
James Throop would eventu­
ally join her in Mt. Pleasant.
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more prestigious position at a new school in Henry, Il­
linois. Despite the hard work and relatively modest 
pay, she loved teaching, as she believed that "the 
Great Guide" had pointed her in that direction 
(though she still did not give up her missionary 
dreams). For Throop, teaching was a way to help oth­
ers; she enjoyed the companionship of her pupils and 
the feeling that she was doing something useful.
Her letters during this period also reflect her 
growing interest in political issues like slavery and 
temperance. Led by her strong sense of morality, she 
reacted to these problems with intense emotions. In 
1853, she refused a position as lady preceptress at a 
girls' school in Kentucky, even though the salary was 
$700 a year. She felt that her antislavery ideas made it 
impossible for her to teach effectively in the South. 
Throop also became outraged at the conflict over sla­
very in Kansas, calling the fighting "the seeming tri­
umph of the wicked," and joined the Women's Kansas 
Aid Society to assist the cause of "the noblest repre­
sentatives the north ever produced" against "the hell 
hounds of the South." Excited by a visiting lecturer 
during the campaign for state-wide prohibition in Illi­
nois in 1855, Throop 
also became aware of 
the numerous saloons 
in Henry and their 
harmful influences. 
Accordingly, she de­
cided to join a temper­
ance group named 
Templar of Honor and 
work for prohibition.
In 1856, Cordelia 
met and married Will­
iam Cole, a friend of 
her brother's and a stu­
dent at Lombard Uni­
versity in Galesburg, 
who shared her views 
on temperance and sla­
very. The couple soon 
moved to Mt. Pleasant, 
Iowa, where William's 
family lived. There, William operated a rather unsuc­
cessful sawmill and began substitute preaching for 
Universalist ministers, even though he had not been 
ordained.
Cordelia shared William's strong liberal religious 
beliefs and encouraged his involvement with the 
church; she wrote to James in 1857 that she even 
longed to preach herself. Instead, she kept the books
for the sawmill and devoted her energies to house­
keeping. She and William started a family; Ernest was 
born in 1858, Ralph in 1860, and Hugh in 1863. In her 
spare time Cole, signing herself "Pilgrim," wrote let­
ters to the local newspapers suggesting community 
improvements and detailing the proceedings of the lo­
cal literary society. William became more serious 
about preaching and realized he needed to further his 
theology studies; in 1863 the couple and their three 
children moved to Cambridge, Massachusetts, where 
William attended Harvard Divinitv School.
J
While in Massachusetts, Cordelia Throop Cole 
was exposed to a wealth of new political and religious 
ideas, and she mingled with the literary community of 
Boston. The family lived down the road from 
Longfellow, and she wrote of hearing such noted 
speakers as abolitionists Wendell Phillips and William 
Lloyd Garrison, temperance reformer J.B. Gough, and 
Anna Dickinson, who lectured on politics and 
women's rights. Dickinson's talks on women's issues 
especially inspired Cole; she wrote that "it was splen­
did to see a woman so appreciated" and resolved to 
work for equality of the sexes. (William also wanted to 
explore as many religious ideas as possible, and their 
letters describe a very fake seance the couple attended 
while he was researching spiritualism.) Cordelia took 
advantage of the various entertainments offered, fre­
quently attending the theater and opera. According to 
one of the Coles' children, William later said that 
Cordelia had benefited more from the intellectual life 
in Boston than he had from his studies at Harvard.
Perhaps Cordelia's time in Boston did inspire her, because, when William was about to gradu­ate in 1865, she wrote her brother, "I have 
reached a point where I must work. I have been hiber­
nating for years spiritually and intellectually. There is 
something stirring within me through my whole be­
ing. I must do something." William also recognized 
that she was tired of housekeeping and needed to fo­
cus on some other activity. Her most fervent wish, she 
confided to James, was for the family to move to the 
western frontier where she and William would work 
as a team of Unitarian missionaries. Her desire to 
spread the faith in the West was not realized, however, 
and the Coles moved back to Mt. Pleasant, Iowa. 
Though the couple did not travel far westward, Cole 
would find plenty to occupy her time in Mt. Pleasant, 
where she and William lived for the rest of their lives.
During the 1860s and 1870s, Mt. Pleasant was a 
growing intellectual and cultural center, earning in
lia’s liberal beliefs. Wed in 1856, 
they soon moved to Iowa.
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M t . Pleasant, the home of Iowa Wesleyan College, prided itself on its intellectual and cultural activities in the I 9th century.
1870 the nickname "Athens of Iowa." The town of 
4,500 attracted quite prominent people as lecturers, 
such as Frederick Douglass and Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton, as well as numerous ministers, reformers, 
and minor literary figures. Cole greatly enjoyed these 
cultural activities, and was a member of the Ladies' 
Reading Circle, which organized in 1872 to sponsor a 
lecture series. One speaker the group brought was 
Bronson Alcott, the New England thinker and re­
former who held "Conversations" on religion, litera­
ture, and morality. During his visit in 1873 he stayed, 
and lectured, at the Coles' home, where he inspired 
Cordelia and several other women to work for the es­
tablishment of a public library. A few years later the 
Ladies' Reading Circle changed its name to the Ladies' 
Library Association, with its mission to institute a 
public library for the town of Mt. Pleasant.
As a founder of the Ladies' Library Association 
and its president from 1879 to 1886, Cole was able to 
use her writing skills to benefit the group. She scripted 
plays such as "The Last Days of Pompeii" for fund­
raisers and put together petitions to the city council 
for a tax to support the library. Though the library did 
not gain city funding or establish a permanent home 
until years later, its failure was not due to a lack of ef­
fort on her part. She wrote numerous letters to the lo­
cal newspapers urging people to support the tax in­
crease, touching on a theme that would later become 
her primary goal—the protection of children and the 
home. In one letter she warned parents that "human 
beings are what society makes them," and that good 
literature was essential in providing children with ap­
propriate role models. In another letter, Cole re­
minded the town that not all families could afford to 
pay for a membership to a private library, so a tax was 
necessary to give poor children access to books. 
Clearly, she saw the importance of education to child 
raising and believed that every child had a right to the 
benefits of literature.
During this same period, she was also pursuing 
her interests in religion through the Iowa Unitarian 
Association (I.U.A.). In 1877, a group of six Iowa Uni­
tarians, including Cordelia and William, met in 
Burlington and formed the I.U.A. for the purpose of 
establishing a network of ministers and concerned 
citizens to promote "liberal religion," especially Uni- 
tarianism. After helping organize the group, Cordelia 
was elected secretary and served in that capacity until 
1884. As secretary, she recruited ministers to serve in 
Iowa churches, helped involve established churches in 
the association, and took part in planning local and 
state conferences. She also took charge of the Iowa
102 loica Heritage Illustrated
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branch of the "post-office mission/' a program to dis­
tribute liberal religious literature and information on 
Unitarianism. Cole contacted new preachers to inform 
them of the books and periodicals available, and she 
managed a lending library with materials available to 
anyone interested. All her duties as secretary, particu­
larly her work with the post-office mission, allowed 
her to develop the organizational skills that would 
later prove useful when she took charge of the Depart­
ment of Social Purity of Iowa's WCTU.
In addition to carrying out her duties as I.U.A. sec­
retary, Cole began to explore the possibility of public 
lecturing. At the first annual meeting of the I.U.A. in 
1878 she gave a speech titled "The Sympathy of Reli­
gions," in which she theorized that 
all religions could come together 
under the broad roof of Christian­
ity. Speaking at the conference did 
not come easily for Cole, and she 
worried that her ideas and com­
ments were not deserving of an au­
dience. However, her friends John 
and Lucretia Effinger, also mem­
bers of the I.U.A., encouraged her 
to give her speech, and she over­
came her reservations sufficiently 
to present her paper. The experi­
ence must have been somewhat 
positive; though she did not jump 
into the lecture circuit, Cole gradu­
ally began to speak at other Unitar­
ian conferences. She also spoke to a 
women's group in Des Moines on 
women's work in religion and was 
invited to speak at a national Uni­
tarian conference on the same sub­
ject.
Enthusiastic about women's 
participation in the church, Cole 
also assisted with the ordination of 
two women, Mary Augusta Safford 
and Sarah Whitney, as Unitarian 
ministers. Most denominations did 
not allow women to serve as
preachers, but the Unitarians reluctantly accepted 
them. In many western states, like Iowa, where minis­
ters were scarce, Unitarian congregations even wel­
comed women preachers. At both the ordinations of 
Safford, who was already preaching in Humboldt, 
Iowa, and Whitney, Cole presented the "charge," a 
speech directed at the new minister, welcoming her to 
the church and advising her on her new responsibili­
ties. In her address to Safford, Cordelia expressed her 
delight that Iowa was to have a woman minister, par­
tially because she believed women had special charac­
teristics that fitted them to the ministry. She told 
Safford to make use of her inherent feminine sensitiv­
ity and capacity for mothering to build a strong com-
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Passionate about the importance of 
public libraries and children’s access 
to good literature, Cordelia Throop 
Cole helped raise money and distrib­
ute petitions for a Mt. Pleasant library. 
She scripted the “The Last Days of 
Pompeii” as a library fund raiser.
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her find peace. She also resolved "to begin to talk 
about my work for it will henceforth be the centre of my
life.
One area of Cole's "work" was temperance, and both she and William labored in this area. Temperance had always been a concern for the 
couple, and Iowa was the site of a long struggle be­
tween those for and those against prohibition. Both
Cordelia and William supported the state constitu­
tional amendment strategy for prohibition, and both 
also favored a non-partisan approach to the problem. 
In their view, temperance was a clear-cut issue: only 
saloonkeepers and immoral drunkards would oppose 
prohibition; any honest, moral person would favor it. 
This view was common to many native-born Ameri­
cans who did not understand the important role social 
drinking played in certain communities, particularly 
those of German-American immigrants.
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The Coles' concerns about drinking were based on 
reality, however, because Americans' use of alcohol 
had greatly increased after the Civil War. In the 1880s, 
working-class districts all over the country had about 
one saloon for every 50 adult males; in Chicago there 
were more taverns than grocery stores, meat markets, 
and dry goods stores put together. Women did not fre­
quent saloons, but men's drinking affected them as 
well; many men drank away their own and their 
wives' wages and physically abused their families.
T h e  toll of alcohol on the family is dramatized in this I 883 
Harper’s Weekly drawing, “The Mill and the Still.” Both Will­
iam and Cordelia championed temperance— William from 
the pulpit and press, Cordelia through the WCTU.
Women did not have the legal rights to protect them­
selves against abusive, irresponsible husbands and so 
were forced to make the best of the situation. Saloons 
were also often associated with gambling, prostitu­
tion, and crime. In addition, the liquor industry was 
able to buy votes and influence politics. It is easy to 
see how temperance reformers reached the conclusion 
that saloons needed to be eliminated.
William was extremely active in temperance re­
form; he delivered sermons on the immoralitv of
J
drinking and wrote numerous newspaper columns on 
the political aspects of prohibition. Though William 
was known for his zealous work, Cordelia was un­
comfortable in the political arena and preferred in­
volvement in local temperance societies like the White 
Ribbon Club. Because of her varied interests and her 
view of temperance as a social problem, she was be­
coming more attracted to a national temperance orga­
nization that was expanding its labors beyond the nar­
row goal of prohibition—the Woman's Christian Tem­
perance Union (WCTU).
A female-run society, the National Woman's 
Christian Temperance Union had been organized in 
1874 to promote temperance through churches, lec­
tures, and newspapers. The organization defined tem­
perance as total abstinence from alcohol and even dis­
couraged the use of alcohol for medicinal purposes, 
although some temperance groups believed the occa­
sional drink was permissible. As time went on, the or­
ganization became more political and began advocat­
ing local and state prohibition legislation. The WCTU 
also greatly broadened its sphere of work to include 
any type of charity or reform remotely associated with 
temperance issues. With the motto of "Do Every­
thing," the WCTU established departments to work 
for social reforms such as female suffrage, public kin­
dergartens, and the employment of women police of­
ficers and prison wardens, issues not closely linked to 
temperance. The broad outlook paid off, and the orga­
nization became extremely popular, especially among 
native-born, middle-class women in the East and Mid­
west. Membership rose from 135 women in 1874 to 
150,000 dues-paying members in 1890. The WCTU 
provided women with a socially acceptable forum in 
which to voice their opinions and become active re­
formers; temperance was a respectable issue and the
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WCTU a respectable organization. By the time Cole 
joined in the mid-1880s, every state and territory had 
an auxiliary WCTU.
The Woman's Christian Temperance Union of 
Iowa had been organized right after the National 
WCTU, and grew steadily through the 1870s. Iowa's 
chapter gained many members in the early 1880s, 
around the time of the passage and subsequent invali­
dation of the state prohibition constitutional amend­
ment. At this time Mt. Pleasant started a local union of 
40 members, which met weekly and sent delegates to 
the state conferences; in 1883 Cole's sister-in-law, 
Rowena Throop, became the local president.
Although the WCTU of Iowa did not pursue every 
reform the national organization did, its realm of work 
was still varied enough to interest Cole. The Iowa 
union operated a well-organized Legislation and Peti­
tions Department, the Benedict Home for "fallen 
women," and the newspaper The Iowa Messenger, as 
well as other departments like Sabbath School Tem­
perance Work, Young Women's Work, and Scientific 
Temperance Instruction, which worked to include 
temperance education in public schools. Like many 
women, Cole first joined the WCTU because of her in­
terest in temperance work, and, like many, she eventu­
ally became involved in a totally different area of re­
form. Though she was not even present at the 1886 
state convention where she was elected the first state
Like this I 866 petit ion from the  “ ladies of H am pton ,” Iowa, 
local and national te m p e ra n c e  work was often 
fueled by w o m e n ’s concerns for fami­
lies and com m unity  morals.
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superintendent of the Department of Social Purity 
(also called White Shield and White Cross), Cole took 
on the position, determined to do her best.
he area of purity reform was relatively new, 
and the National WCTU's Department of So­
cial Purity had just been established the year 
before. The social purity movement did not form as a 
response to an increase in prostitution or sexual impu­
rity, but was one expression of Americans' growing 
dissatisfaction with and perception of society's overall 
immorality. Arising from the same concerns for per­
sonal virtue and social welfare as the abolition and 
temperance movements, purity organizations at­
tracted men and women already involved with reform 
work, as well as parents worried about the future of 
their children. Efforts to reform prostitutes and other 
promiscuous women had existed for many years and 
had been endorsed by the WCTU, but these "rescue" 
efforts did not garner much enthusiasm. However, 
motivated by events in England, American reformers, 
including many women, began to speak out on sexual 
immorality and proposed a preventive approach to 
the problem.
One such incident in England was a sensational 
exposé in 1885 of the international trade in children 
for sexual purposes. Though the episode had taken 
place in Europe, the facts of the case were shocking 
enough to motivate Americans to action, especially af­
ter the WCTU uncovered instances of forced prostitu­
tion in Michigan and Wisconsin lumber camps. 
The possibility of a child prostitute trade in the 
United States naturally scared mothers, and 
caused many of them to overcome their reti­
cence about public involvement in sexual re­
form. A positive development in England 
was the formation of the White Cross Army, 
a society established by the Church of En­
gland to promote chastity in young men. 
Members pledged to refrain from "im­
pure" thoughts and actions, such as mas­
turbation and visitation of prostitutes, 
and to respect a single standard of mo­
rality for men and women. The idea of 
moral societies quickly caught on in 
the United States, and in 1885 the 
WCTU established the Department 
of Social Purity, which emphasized 
preventive measures, like these so­
cieties, as a cure for the problem 
of sexual immorality.
The WCTU of Iowa was well
in step with, even ahead of, the times. Before work 
with prostitutes was a popular reform, it already had a 
department that concentrated on "rescue work" and 
maintained the Benedict Home in Des Moines, a ref­
uge for pregnant single women and ex-prostitutes. In 
1886, the state organization added the Department of 
Social Purity to concentrate on preventive work. 
Iowa's WCTU members also recognized that the two 
types of work, preventive and remedial, were entirely 
different; they attempted both, but kept the depart­
ments separate. Though Cole became the head of the 
Department of Social Purity, she was not involved in 
the operation of the Benedict Home and did not en­
gage in remedial work with prostitutes. In Iowa, as in 
many other states, the WCTU's preventive efforts 
were especially important, because no other group 
was dealing with that aspect of social purity.
Because her department was so new, Cole did not 
come into the position of superintendent with a clear 
idea of what to do and how to do it. She was basically 
asked to plan the goals and methods of a new depart­
ment, even though she did not have experience with 
either state-wide WCTU work or purity reform. Much 
of her knowledge of the social purity movement came 
from national reform magazines like The Arena, The Fo­
rum, and The Philanthropist, which she would later 
speak of as indispensable for a purity worker. She also 
took advantage of the pamphlets published by the Na­
tional WCTU; these included information on social 
purity issues and suggested topics for Mothers' Meet­
ings. She probably based her first lectures and meet­
ings on these publications before developing her own 
theories and style. Though Iowa was far away from 
the East, the headquarters of the social puritv move­
ment, Cole was able to keep up to date with the litera­
ture and ideas of national reform leaders.
Cole had not worked with social purity organi­zations before, but many of her beliefs were common to the movement. Purity reformers 
were very concerned about the home, and they per­
ceived promiscuity and prostitution as threatening the 
security of the family. The institutions of marriage and 
family were based on fidelity, trust, and respect, and 
unchaste behavior was contrary to these ideals. Cole's 
religious convictions also came into play, and she 
agreed with others who asserted that sexual impurity 
was contrary to God's will. The body was "God's 
temple," she believed, and should be treated with re­
spect and love; to be impure was to disparage God. 
Purity work also appealed to Cole's belief in the equal­
ity of men and women, because reformers argued
C o le  first depended upon 
mass-produced pamphlets 
and pledge cards like these 
for social purity lectures. As 
she gained confidence, her 
writing reflected her own 
thoughts and theories, too.
Blessed  ARE the pure
IN  H E A H T .  POH  T H E Y  S H A L L  
S EE  G o o . ”
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against the double standard for judging sexual behav­
ior. Cordelia and William had always felt that women 
and men, though different from each other, ought to 
be judged on the same moral standard.
Cole was probably drawn to preventive work be­
cause of her deep-seated concern for and understand­
ing of children. As a teacher and a mother, she had 
seen the importance of good child rearing and could 
apply that idea to work against sexual impurity. She 
believed that most people who practiced prostitution 
or immoral sexual behavior did not really want to, but 
were somehow led into these activities through igno­
rance. Young women did not desire to engage in pre­
marital sex or become prostitutes, she reasoned, but 
were victims of their own ignorance. They were not 
alert to the dangers of dance halls or the smooth prom­
ises of older men, and fell into situations they had not 
wished for. Along the same lines, Cole believed that if 
boys were not taught about sex from their parents, 
they would learn the details in a sordid way from their 
friends or on the street. Without understanding or re­
specting the responsibilities of sex, these young men 
could become fascinated with pornography and racy 
shows. Cole fervently believed that proper instruction 
on sexual matters would eliminate many instances of 
"impure" sexual behavior.
Cole addressed work for purity by doing some­
thing she was both comfortable with and good at— 
writing. Writing letters to the editor had proved ben­
eficial to her work for the Ladies' Library Association 
and for other community improvements, and she used
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this method to publicize social purity issues. Her let- about her work. She saw speaking on purity issues as
ters to Mt. Pleasant and Burlington newspapers began "an imperative duty with stern face confronting [her],
to focus on purity reform topics, like the need for bidding all lesser duties . .. stand aside."
stricter age-of-consent laws and chaperoned entertain- She began her speaking career with lectures in the
ment. Because her work for the WCTU was more than Mt. Pleasant area, but quickly expanded her range to
a local effort, she expanded her letter-writing cam- include the entire state, traveling to any town that re-
paign to include The Iowa Messenger, the Iowa WCTU's quested her. Eventually Cole broadened her scope and
weekly paper, expressing her views and encouraging launched tours in other states, including Kansas,
local unions to increase their work for social purity. Ohio, and Missouri. Her schedule was demanding;
As she came to believe that letters were not the first year she reported visiting about 90 places and
enough to achieve the changes she envisioned, Cole giving 170 lectures. Cole intensified her efforts in the
"very timidly," in her own words, started to give pub- next few years in an attempt to visit even more towns
lie lectures. Speaking in public was especially difficult and speak to even more audiences. In her busiest year
because she was a woman; in addition to her natural she traveled over 9,000 miles, visited 116 places, and
reluctance, she had to overcome the belief of many gave 257 talks, not including her visits to schools and
people that women should not speak in public, espe- Sunday schools. Because the demand for her lectures
dally about sex. Opinions were changing, but the pro- was so high, she scheduled all her visits to an area for
priety of a woman acting as Cole did was still an issue. the same time, usually allowing five or six weeks for a
In several speeches she argued against the prejudice tour. At each town she visited, Cole tried to give at
that prevented women from becoming involved with least one speech to a mixed audience and one to
anti-prostitution work. Cole never mentioned public women only.
opinion as constraining her, but she did realize that by Cole's public lectures to mixed audiences usually
speaking about sexual purity she was doing some- served to familiarize people with purity reform and to
thing very new. In one small town, she thought that mobilize their support for her work. Though prostitu-
her audience came to see her primarily out of curios- tion and sexual "impurity" had always existed, they
ity, as they had never heard a woman give a speech. had not been discussed openly, especially by women.
Cole managed to overcome her hesitancy and many By initiating dialogue about impurity, Cole forced par-
people's objections because of her strong feelings ents to face the possibility that their children might be
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/Although roller skating was a popular pastime in the late 
19th century (as it was here at Sioux City’s Goldie Roller 
Skating Rink), Cole and other social purity workers cautioned 
girls to stay away from rinks unless they were chaperoned.
exposed to erotic literature and lewd entertainment, 
or tempted to engage in sex. Cole did not portray the 
problem of sexual impurity as a new one, but tried to 
awaken her audiences to an already existing situation. 
As a partial solution, Cole encouraged men to sign the 
White Cross pledge and women to sign the White 
Shield pledge, in which both promised to lead pure 
lives and treat others with respect. While she urged 
everyone to support the movement, she strongly en­
couraged clergy to hold special meetings for men. 
Cole felt that men needed to discuss sexual topics 
without women around, just as women needed to 
have their own gatherings.
Because the subjects she discussed were so deli­
cate, Cole had to be careful not to offend anyone. She 
also had to keep from appearing unfeminine, because 
female lecturers were often criticized for being too 
forceful or mannish. Apparently, Cole succeeded; she 
received excellent reviews. Newspapers agreed that 
she was a "motherly, womanly woman," who ap­
proached her topic with "delicate tact." They also 
complimented her on her speaking style, which was
deemed chaste, modest, and eloquent. Cole was able 
to communicate her message effectively, while keep­
ing within the boundaries of speech and action 
thought proper for a woman.
Though being a female lecturer could often be dif­
ficult, Cole believed that women were better suited 
than men for leading the social purity movement. She 
accepted the traditional idea of separate spheres for 
men and women and agreed with many that women 
were especially influential in the areas of morality and 
the family. She viewed women as "queens of society 
[who] plant high moral standards" for men to follow 
and believed they had a special understanding of chil-
SHSIIIOWA CITY)
T h e  fear of sexual predators eventually reached the level of 
hysteria as books decrying the “white slave t rade” appeared. 
The one above is Horrors o f the White Slave Trade:The Mighty 
Crusade to Protect the Purity of Our Homes (191 I ); one chap­
ter,“ How the Great Prairie State Cleaned Out the Vice Dis­
tricts,” details Iowa’s Red Light Injunction and Abatement 
Law. The reform movement often depicted prostitution as 
the root of all social evil and assumed all prostitutes had been 
lured into it, because prostitution as a chosen profession ful­
filling an economic need clashed with the I 9th-century ideal 
of womanhood as one of innocence, purity, and domesticity.
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dren. Because she believed, as did most women in the 
WCTU, that women were responsible for the atmo­
sphere of the home and that society was only a larger 
household, Cole often reminded women that their 
mission was "to be the home-keeper of society." It was 
their responsibility to mobilize and work for the puri­
fication of the community, because only with their 
help would sexual immorality end. Because of these 
beliefs, she viewed her addresses to women as the best 
way to further White Cross and White Shield work.
Her talks for women were less formal and more detailed than her public lectures. At these Mothers' Meetings, Cole addressed women 
on their special duties in preventing children from 
growing up to be sexually impure. In particular, she 
told them to instruct their children at an early age 
about sex. Cole especially encouraged mothers to use 
examples from nature by explaining to their children 
the pollination and growth of flowers, as well as the 
birth of their pets. Then the mothers could advance 
the conversation and apply the lessons of nature to 
human beings.
An excellent example of the methods Cole sug­
gested is the "Egg Lesson." She encouraged mothers 
to teach their children that everything living comes 
from an egg and to show children the different types 
of eggs that exist for vegetables and animals. Then the 
mother would explain that "every egg has its nest"; 
like a bird's nest containing bird's eggs, fruit is a nest 
containing seeds. The children would then be taught 
that some animals keep their nests and eggs inside the 
mother's body; the obvious step was for the mother to 
then explain to her children that they had come from 
"the most wonderful of all nests" and eggs. While 
avoiding the indelicacy of actually naming body parts, 
Cole hoped to show mothers how to explain preg­
nancy simply and in a way that left children with 
more respect for and understanding of nature, as well 
as their own sexuality. If children respected their own 
potential and understood the consequences of their 
actions, Cole believed that thev would refrain from ex- 
tramarital sexual behavior.
Though Cole's sex education lessons lacked spe­
cifics, her advice was a definite break from the widely 
held idea that children should remain totally unin­
formed about sexual matters. The idea that parents 
should keep quiet about sex stemmed from the as­
sumption that young men and women would refrain 
from sex if they were not taught about it. This belief 
was applied especially to girls, as they were presumed 
to be inherently more innocent and moral than boys. A
letter to the North American Review in 1893 supported 
the belief that "the maiden's . . . defence from evil lies, 
not in a knowledge of the world, but in a loftiness of 
ideals." Because adults mentally connected ignorance 
of sex to innocence of impurity, children often did not 
receive any sex education from their parents. As a re­
sult of Cole's talks, however, many mothers who 
heard her speak changed their opinions and began 
teaching their children about sex. Her Mothers' Meet­
ings were extremely popular, and local women's 
groups frequently organized their own, meeting 
monthly to discuss social purity issues and their 
thoughts on children and motherhood.
Though Cole advocated openness within families 
and lectured on purity topics, she was wary of any 
public exhibition of sexuality that could lead children 
into impurity. She praised the "Comstock law" of 
1874, which prohibited the distribution of pornogra­
phy through the postal system, and advocated stricter 
enforcement of laws that suppressed the sale of "im­
pure literature" and pictures. Cole even urged local 
unions to copy and distribute Iowa's pornography 
laws and to establish a committee to watch out for and 
report violations of the law, such as graphic advertise­
ments for "demoralising shows." One such show in 
1889 put up billboards in Des Moines, much to the dis­
may of the city's women, who protested and tried to 
get them removed. Cole and other members of the 
WCTU supported these efforts, because they agreed 
the posters were harmful to children and presented a 
degrading picture of women.
Cole also supported efforts to raise the age of consent, the age at which a girl could agree to sex without the act being classified as rape (boys were assumed able to consent to sex at any age). 
Before the emergence of the purity movement, the age 
of consent in Iowa was ten, the national average; by 
1896 numerous bills to raise the age had been submit­
ted and it had been changed to 15. The change was 
due, in part, to the WCTU, which had submitted peti­
tions and assisted legislators in writing bills. Believing 
that every girl needed to be protected from the "viola­
tion of her chastity" until the age of 18, Cole spoke and 
wrote in support of the change.
In addition to working for legislative solutions to 
pornography and the exploitation of children, Cole 
showed parents how to protect their children from po­
tentially damaging entertainment by closely monitor­
ing their activities. Echoing an idea from her work for 
the Mt. Pleasant library, she asserted that trashy nov­
els could present unsavory role models for children,
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so mothers should make 
sure quality literature was 
available. She also warned 
her audiences of the dan­
gers of public dances, roller 
skating rinks, and any other 
form of unchaperoned en­
tertainment where girls and 
boys could mix.
Cole's efforts to protect 
children can be viewed as 
restrictive, but her concerns 
did reflect a serious situa­
tion. While prostitution was 
not increasing, the exposés 
of child prostitution and of 
the traffic in young girls 
were; parents believed, with 
foundation, that their girls 
were in danger of being 
tricked into a life of prostitu­
tion. The desire to raise the 
age of consent was based on 
this fear; with a high age of 
consent, the seducer or rap­
ist of an innocent girl and 
the customer of a child pros­
titute could be prosecuted. 
Likewise, parents were wor­
ried that their boys were 
constantly tempted to fre­
quent red-light districts and 
read trashy literature. Cole 
and other purity reformers 
opposed the popular belief 
that sexual behavior was 
natural for boys. They ar­
gued that boys needed to be 
held to the same strict stan­
dard of sexual morality that 
girls were; this necessitated 
parents monitoring their
o nee insecure abou t  public 
speaking, Cole eventually won 
solid praise. Her speeches trod 
the line between delicacy and 
forcefulness. A Shenandoah re ­
viewer w ro te :  “ T he  le c tu re  
grappled with the greatest evil 
of modern society.The lecturer 
handled it without gloves.”
Tices,
THE FOLLOWING EXTRACTS FROM MANY.
Mrs. Cole is an exceedingly pleasant speaker, whose rem arks 
show well m atured thought, which she expresses in  fine English. 
Her address was long, yet she held  the closest a tten tion  of the 
audience during the entire delivery.—Siou.r. City Journal.
The address was delivered in  a modest and eloquent m an­
ner. The house was crowded. No such address has ever been 
heard in Bloomfield. The impression she made here is most 
profound, and we tru s t lasting. — The Legal Tender Greenback.
Mrs. Cole gave a very earnest address. In  beauty of diction, 
power of illustration and force of reasoning it was a strong, in ­
teresting ajDpeal for social p u rity .— Omaha Bee.
The lecture on tsocial purity , by Mrs. C. T. Cole, on Sunday 
evening last, was attended by a large, respectable and very a t ­
ten tive audience. The lecturer is a close, vigorous, logical 
reasoner, and she is more rem arkable for the  m utter than the 
m anner of her all-im portant discourse. Laying the axe to the 
root of the tree of evil, she dem onstrated clearly tha t reform, to 
be efficient, must begin at the foundation of society—in the 
h'lme, in the heart. * * * The lecture grappled
w ith the greatest evil of modern society. The lecturer handled 
it w ithout gloves.— Shenandoah Post.
Her address was one of the finest ever listened to in our city. 
She held the large audience in almost breathless stillness 
th roughout.—Marshalltown Correspondent o f Messcng.r.
It, the White Cross movement, has few abler advocates than 
Mrs. Cole, and all right-m inded people will give her every en ­
couragem ent in the grand work she has taken up.—Iowa *State 
Register.
It, the Congregational church, was crowded and many were 
left standing in the aisles. From  the moment the m otherly 
looking wotuan stexiped to the front till she re tired ,the  attention 
of the audience was intense.—Sioux City Iribune.
On Sunday evening the spacious audience room of the P res­
byterian church was crowded to overflowing to listen to the ad ­
dress of Mrs Cole, of Mt. Pleasant, Iowa H er address th rough ­
out was singularly pure and eloquent, replete w ith strong a rgu ­
m ent, clearly ami forcibly stated. * ♦  It was certainly
productive of great good to all who heard it.—Fremont, (Xeb.,) 
Tribune.
Those who had the pleasure of listening to Mrs.'Cole’s lecture 
on “Social P u rity ,” at the M. E. church, were charmed and 
unanim ously vote it to have been one of the finest lectures ever 
delivered in Cherokee. The lady handled her subject most- 
skillfully. The lecture contained many gems of thought, ex­
pressed in language chaste and beautiful. * * Should
she favor Cherokee again the opera house would hardly contain 
the audience who would wish to hear this gifted and refined 
woman.— Cherokee Journal.
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boys' friends and entertainment. Cole did not view re­
strictions on children's behavior as confining, but as 
ensuring children's innocence and chastity.
In order to make her lecture tours more effective, 
Cole initiated a Department of Social Purity column in 
The Iowa Messenger. Cole's "Notes From the Field" did 
not necessarily appear in every issue, but Cole wrote 
more, by far, than any other WCTU department. 
Though other superintendents reported their activi­
ties in the paper, only one other woman had an estab­
lished column like Cole's. In her column, Cole often 
developed her reform theories and recommended 
work plans to the local unions' purity departments, 
but she mainly discussed the many places she visited 
on her lecture tours for the WCTU. Usually written 
with an optimistic tone, the column not only publi­
cized her activities, but also allowed her to report the 
achievements of local unions and thank everyone who 
worked toward purity reform. Cole well understood 
the hopelessness and feelings of isolation WCTU 
workers could experience, and her column provided 
them with a link to other reformers and encouraged 
them to keep up their efforts.
A lthough she knew her work was worthwhile, Cole did not always enjoy her lecture tours. The long tours were the best method of sched­
uling her talks, but being on the road for six weeks at a 
time was both physically and mentally difficult. To get 
in as many speeches as possible, she often gave two or 
three a day. In a letter to her daughter Olive, she wrote 
that she spoke three times in one day and participated 
in a local meeting that night. The next morning she 
was up at seven, ready to give one more lecture before 
leaving town. Cole usually traveled by train, which 
was not a pleasant experience in 1890. She described 
the stations as "dingy," and the trains as "dingier," and 
she often waited long hours for a delayed train. She 
complained to Olive that she couldn't sleep in the sta­
tions or on the jolting trains, so she reached her desti­
nations already exhausted.
Fier terms for lecturing were "entertainment and 
collections," which meant that the town provided her 
with a bed and food, and she received the money do­
nated by her audiences at the end of her lectures. Most 
often she stayed with a WCTU member or minister; 
she always spoke favorably about her lodgings, but 
she often wrote home that she was unable to sleep in 
the unfamiliar surroundings.
Cole depended on her hosts and her collections; 
though the Coles were wealthy, she did not spend her 
money on food or lodging during her tours and only
s  «
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concern  for children and family, 
the  Coles becam e  leading voices 
in the  social reform movement.
spent it on travel 
when absolutely 
necessary. Her tra­
vel expenses came 
out of the dona­
tions, and although 
she probably re­
ceived some money 
from the state 
WCTU, she never 
had a surplus of 
funds and was 
never paid a lectur­
ing fee. On one di­
sastrous trip, she 
started out with 
only a little more 
money than the 
price of her first 
train ticket, because 
she was depending 
on the collections to
pay her way. After she purchased her ticket, it began 
to pour so she had to buy rubber boots. Then her eye­
glasses broke and her collections ran unusually low. 
She came out all right, but William had had to send 
her money.
Cole's reasons for refusing to make herself more 
comfortable by spending her own money are not com­
pletely clear, but they may have had something to do 
with her religious outlook. She believed that purity 
work was a "holy crusade against all that defiles the 
temple of God." Her lectures spread the message of 
God, and she was doing missionary work, just as she 
had always wanted. In keeping with this belief, Cole 
approached her tours with "faith enough to start 
round the world—with a few dollars to begin with." 
With this attitude toward purity reform, she believed 
that God determined the results of her work, and that 
the details were best left up to Him.
With her busy schedule and uncomfortable work­
ing conditions, it is no wonder that Cole frequently 
became sick. She was 54 years old when she began lec­
turing, and the difficult travel, lack of sleep, and tax­
ing schedule probably affected her more than it would 
have a younger woman. In 1888, she was forced to 
cancel a series of speaking engagements because of ill­
ness due to overexertion. Refusing to lighten her work 
load, she caught a severe case of the flu in 1890, which 
caused her to give up lecturing for the winter. From 
then on, Cole went through several periods of "en­
forced quiet," and had to slow down her strenuous
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speaking schedule. Cole's own fragility frustrated her, 
as she had come to love lecturing and the excitement 
of field work. She continued speaking but could not 
give nearly as many talks as she had in the past.
Because she could not always lecture, Cole came 
to rely on her writing abilities again. She wrote not 
only for newspapers, but intensified her communica­
tion with the WCTU's town and district purity lead­
ers. Cole also published several pamphlets on purity 
topics and instructions on running meetings. Printed 
and distributed by the National WCTU, Cole's writ­
ings included ' Hearth and Home Meetings," "Manual 
for Social Purity Workers," "The Teacher's Opportu­
nity," and the series "Helps in Mother-Work." Her 
"Helps" sequence, which outlined the sex education 
lessons for children she suggested at Mothers' Meet­
ings, was strongly promoted by the WCTU and 
proved popular with both purity workers and parents.
. Her fellow WCTU members had always recog­
nized Cole's abilities, calling her "brave and self-sacri­
ficing" for devoting her time to purity work. They 
consistently sent her as a delegate to the national con­
ventions. The National WCTU also saw Cole's poten­
tial, appointing her Associate Superintendent of the 
National Department of Social Purity. Though she had 
to resign in 1891 because of illness, she later became 
the National Secretary of the department, an office 
that required less travel. Cole received her greatest 
honor in 1893, when her biographical sketch was in­
cluded in National WCTU President Frances Willard's 
A Woman of the Century, a compilation of prominent 
women reformers.
Cole gradually decreased her involvement with 
the WCTU in the early 1890s, and her presence was 
sorely missed. She had succeeded in organizing a net­
work of purity workers across the state that kept the 
work going, but no one could provide the inspiration 
or enthusiasm Cole had. Pier successors did not speak 
or write nearly as often or as well, and they were un­
able to motivate the local unions. The efforts for purity 
reform did not die out, but without Cole's constant 
encouragement, the department could not maintain 
the level of support it once had.
Though she was no longer active in the WCTU, 
Cole continued working for temperance and purity re­
form. In 1895, she and William bought The Champion of 
Progress, a temperance newspaper, which they co­
owned and co-edited after changing its name to The 
Dial of Progress. The motto of their paper was "For the 
right—forever, For the wrong—never" and in it they 
advocated a wide variety of reforms. The Coles pub­
lished articles on any topic they felt deserved atten­
tion, writing on such varied subjects as cigarettes, cur­
rent dress fashions, and wrorld politics. The main focus 
of The Dial was temperance, and the paper soon be­
came the official organ of the Iowa Prohibitory 
Amendment League, an organization founded by the 
Coles in 1896 to work for the reinstatement of the pro­
hibition amendment to the state constitution.
Cordelia Throop Cole died in 1900 at the age of 66, worn down by years of hard work and her short but exhausting stint as a lecturer. She 
had worked for social change throughout her life and 
continued writing for The Dial and the Ladies' Library 
Association from her sickbed. After she died, many 
people praised her generous spirit and spoke of all her 
accomplishments for the community, as well as her 
achievements for social purity. Cole would have been 
gratified at the compliments, and would have replied 
with William's remark in her obituary: that her spirit 
lived on, especially in her children.
Cole's belief that women constituted the moral 
backbone of society moved her to work for the welfare 
of children and the sanctity of the home. Though she 
accepted the popular perception of a woman's role, 
her vision was not limited. Part of a ground-breaking 
group of reformers who dared to break the silence and 
speak out on sexual issues, she addressed issues yet 
unresolved today. Support for purity reform increased 
with the Progressive movement of the early 1900s. 
Alarm over the trade in women and children reached 
the point of hysteria, and the Mann Act of 1910 made it 
illegal to transport a woman across state lines for 
sexual purposes. Cole did not live to see society em­
brace the ideal of social purity, but there is no question 
that the purity movement owed much of its popular­
ity in the early 20th century to women like Cole. ♦>
A native of Davenport, loiva, Megan Hailey-Dunsheath is 
majoring in history at Grinnell College. This article urns com­
pleted during a 1995 summer internship at the State Historical 
Society of Iowa.
NOTE ON SOURCES
The major source was the Cole-Throop Collection at the State His­
torical Society of Iowa (SHSI-Iowa City), donated by Martha Smith, 
Cordelia Throop Cole's granddaughter-in-law. Other helpful sources 
at SHSI (Iowa City or Des Moines) were the records of the Iowa 
Unitarian Association; proceedings of the annual meetings of the 
WCTU of Iowa; The town Messenger; The Dial of Progress; and, at the 
University of Iowa Libraries, The Arena. Secondary sources include 
Ruth Bordin, Women and Temperance (1981); Louis Haselmayer, “Amos 
Bronson Alcott and Southeast Iowa," Annals of Iowa (Fall 1965); David 
Pivar, Punty Crusade (1973); and Cynthia Grant Tucker, Prophetic Sis­
terhood (1990). Special thanks go to the Crane family, who now live 
in the Coles' home, for their hospitality and help. Annotations to 
this article are kept in the Iowa Heritage Illustrated production files.
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Bronson Alcott Visits Mt. Pleasant
Among the guests whom William 
and Cordelia Throop Cole enter­
tained in their parlor at Cedarcroft 
was Amos Bronson Alcott, the 
transcendentalist philosopher, au­
thor, and educator from New En­
gland. Like many writers and lec­
turers, Alcott visited communities in the West, but 
many of his lectures were "Conversations" with small 
groups gathered in a parlor, complete with cake and 
coffee.
Between 1870 and 1881, he visited Iowa, specifi­
cally Davenport, Dubuque, Fort Dodge, Iowa City, 
Muscatine, Burlington, Des Moines, Mt. Pleasant, 
Ames, and Cedar Rapids. He spoke on culture, charac­
ter, religion, literature, liberal thought, and New En­
gland authors, especially Ralph Waldo Emerson, his 
friend and neighbor in Concord.
He was often introduced as Louisa May Alcott's 
father and asked to make a few remarks about the 
popular author. He did this gladly, writing home that 
he was "riding in Louisa's chariot, and adored as the 
grandfather of Little Women."
In November 1872, Louisa wrote in her diarv: "Got 
Father off for the West, all neat and comfortable. I en­
joyed every penny spent, and had a happy time pack­
ing his new trunk with warm flannels, neat shirts, 
gloves, etc., and seeing the dear man go off in a new 
suit. ... We both laughed over the pathetic old times."
Having embraced New England liberal thought, 
Cordelia Throop Cole hosted Alcott in 1873,1878, and 
1881. Here is one of his letters to her.
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by Mary Wear Briggs
*
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n a spring day in 1994, I had come to a small 
Shelby County cemetery by Portsmouth, Iowa, to 
visit my family's graves. Nearby, in Old Saint Mary's 
Church, the bells announcing the noon Angelus be­
gan to ring. How fitting for my grandparents who 
had left Ireland in the 1840s during the potato fam­
ine, clinging to their Catholic religion and their "ould 
sod" customs. My mother grew up familiar with the 
ways of old Ireland, and I had occasionally glimpsed 
that Irish heritage. Her parents had spoken Gaelic to 
each other, and Mom continued to use some of their 
expressions. "All ye spalpeens [hobgoblins] get to 
bed now," she would warn us. But my most vivid im­
pressions of her paint a portrait of a strong Iowa farm 
woman who found beauty—and occasional danger— 
in everyday farm life.
Standing in the cemetery that day, I visualized 
my mother and her sisters as I knew them long ago, 
dressed in sensible shoes and cotton hose, their long 
aprons protecting calico dresses. Most clearly of all, I 
remembered their colorful sunbonnets.
y mom, Nora Powers Wear, her sister Mol lie, 
and most of my other aunts wore sunbonnets all their 
lives, believing that tanned skin was unladylike.
Mom made her sunbonnets of flowered percale, with 
a fluffy, full crown, a starch-stiffened brim, and a 
ruffled edge that encircled her face. Each year she 
traded sunbonnet patterns with neighbors and rela­
tives to find just the right fit and style—perhaps a 
brim with cardboard "bones" to keep it stiff, or an ex­
tended ruffle in the back to protect her neck during 
long hours in the garden. She never gardened with­
out her bonnet; I can still see it bobbing along the 
rows as she sowed nasturtiums and zinnias, hoed 
beans or harvested beets.
On a farm in Harrison County, Grandma and 
Grandpa Powers had raised my mom and her five 
siblings to love music and learning. In their house, 
Irish lace curtains crisscrossed the windows, and 
books filled the tall secretarv in the front room and
J
shelves upstairs. In that atmosphere, my mother de-
N o r a  Powers (front right), at the I 904 St. Louis World’s 
Fair, four years before she married Frank Wear (who 
stands behind her). Mollie and Jack
Powers accompanied them. Nora’s needlework ranged 
from this monogrammed silk handkerchief, to everyday 
sunbonnets made of material like the print fabric.
veloped a belief in education for women and worked 
hard to obtain one for herself. At age 16, she rode 
eight miles sidesaddle to Shelby to take organ les­
sons, and she attended Woodbine Normal School to 
train as a teacher. Later, with her teaching money she 
bought her own piano.
Mom also attended St. Catherine's Academy in 
Omaha, where she learned dressmaking. She chose 
the latest designs from Women's Home Companion and 
other magazines. Her instructors taught her to use a 
set of cardboard patterns, adjusting them for the 
needed measurements and the various necklines and 
sleeves. Although the long dresses and ruffled 
blouses worn in that day were no small feat to make, 
she became a meticulous seamstress.
arried in 1908, Mom soon set up her own 
household with Pop. Like Grandma, she hung Irish 
lace curtains in her windows and continued to wear 
sunbonnets and make dresses from cardboard dress 
patterns. In fact, I remember well the inflatable 
dressform that stood in our upstairs bedroom. One 
day when I was three or four, my siblings and I were 
playing in that room. I became intrigued with stick­
ing pins in the model. When I realized it was deflat­
ing, I quietly sought refuge in the barn. Discovering 
my mischief, Mom soon rushed outside to search for 
me—and she didn't take time to put on her bonnet.
Hiding in the lower haymow, I peeked through a 
crack. As 1 watched her quick, determined steps to­
ward the barn, Mother's small, 90-pound body ap­
peared large and frightening. She soon spied me. Al­
though she very seldom became angry and never 
punished us physically, on this occasion she picked 
up a small stick (later, she told me it was only a reed 
of straw). As I ran ahead of her across the barnyard to 
the house, I felt its sting, and I cried my heart out. Yet 
1 don't believe my fear of the weapon was as great as 
the knowledge that I had disappointed my mother 
and ruined something she prized.
Mother also prized books. From the time we were 
little, she read aloud to us. When the Saturday 
Evening Post arrived in the mail, we often persuaded 
her to read to us right on the back steps, before the 
magazine was even brought into the house. But usu­
ally story time was in the evening. In the glow of the 
aladdin lamp, she would read tales by Jack London 
and Zane Grey or chapters from Hans Brinker and the 
Silver Skates, Little Women, Girl of the Limberlost, or 
The Last of the Mohicans. Even my father would
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set aside his paper and listen.
Every Christmas each of us re­
ceived several books from our 
parents and grandmother. But we 
could not unwrap these books, or 
play with our toys, or even enjoy 
one piece of candy from our 
plump stockings, until after 
church. In those days we fasted 
before taking Communion, and
Mom kept a close eye on us as she ----  ,
tried to hurry us into our church 
clothes on Christmas morning.
Bundled into our Model T, we bounced along in 
the dark, in and out of the frozen ruts leading to Old 
Saint Mary's Church for 5:00 a.m. Mass. The sharp 
cold numbed our mittened fingers and frosted our 
faces. Gusts of wind blew through the cracks of the 
auto's snap-on side curtains.
After the icy trip, we appreciated the warmth and 
serenity of the church. Dozens of altar candles 
blinked and fluttered in the dark interior. The scent of 
pine boughs and incense tickled our noses. Painted 
on the ceiling above the altar, ethereal angels floated 
on fluffy clouds and blew on long, golden horns.
Soon the quiet spell was broken by the heavy, echo­
ing blare of the German brass ensemble playing 
"O Tannenbaum." The choir followed with the Ger­
man words to "Silent Night."
We had plenty of opportunity to absorb the 
church atmosphere on those Christmas mornings. 
Even with Mom's frantic endeavors to get us dressed 
and into the Model T, we were frequently late to the 
5:00 a.m. Mass. So after all the effort of getting us 
there, she often decided that wre should stay for the 
other two Masses, at 6:00 and 7:00 a.m. This way, she 
reasoned, we were triply blessed on Christmas morn- 
ing.
After church in the springtime, she would don 
her sunbonnet and walk with us down to Leland's 
Grove, to where the wildflowers grew in abundance 
on the banks and under the trees, so thick that we 
had to be careful not to walk on them. Dutchman's 
breeches, adder tongue, bloodroot, honeysuckle, jack- 
in-the-pulpit—Mom could identify them all. We gath­
ered the roots of some, and she made her own wild- 
flower bed in the windbreak behind our house. For
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COURTESY OF THE AUTHOR
years 1 would watch for those early blooms as a sign 
of spring.
Mom loved roses, too, and she exchanged roots of 
old favorites with our relatives. An old yellow rose 
bush graced our front yard, and delicate English 
moss roses and highly perfumed pinks and reds 
edged the garden. Pop built a rose arbor in the front 
yard with several Dorothy Perkins climbing roses on 
each side. I realize now that this was his way of tell­
ing Mom that he loved her.
lthough Mom found pleasure in flowers and 
>ooks, she probably found little pleasure in doing 
housework in a home with few conveniences. When I 
tried to help her cook, the black Home Comfort 
cookstove behaved like a cantankerous volcano, 
spewing fire or going out at a whim. Too few corn­
cobs, and the fire would die out; too many, and I 
would burn the bread. But Mom had mastered the 
stove, and it served her well. On dreaded ironing day, 
the stove heated the flatirons for her. Farther back, 
milk warmed in a crock, in the slow process of mak­
ing cottage cheese. The teakettle sang, ready with hot 
water for vegetables, tea, or coffee. Bread rose, four 
loaves at a time, on the reservoir. Toast browned in 
the oven for soup. The warm area behind the stove 
became an incubator for newborn lambs, weak pig­
lets, or baby chicks caught in the rain. On cold winter 
days, this quiet, warm space became my secret hiding 
place for reading.
The plumbing in our house was simple. A small 
silver pump next to the sink brought rainwater from
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the cistern. We kept this water warm in the reservoir 
on the end of the cookstove, for washing our hair, 
bathing, shaving, and scrubbing dirty hands. Drink­
ing and cooking water was carried in from the nearby 
well. We called our outhouse "the little house out 
back," and, of course, trekked out there even in zero 
temperatures, blizzards, or heavy rain. Every night 
right before bed, Mom walked us all out to the out­
house—and managed to give these treks educational 
value. She took a great interest in the night sky, so on 
clear nights we studied the stars. She could locate 
several constellations and always pointed out the 
paths of Jupiter, Mars, and Venus. Many times we 
witnessed the mysterious, flickering dance of aurora 
borealis.
Later, when I was older, my friends were amazed 
I had seen the northern lights so frequently. These 
friends also missed the meteor showers, as well as 
the hoot of the owls and the snap of their beaks as 
they swooped low over our heads, trying to scare us 
away from their fuzzy babies. They missed watching 
the bats and nighthawks zigzagging through the sky, 
snapping up mosquitoes. For a time I couldn't under­
stand why my friends had not seen all these won­
ders, not realizing that they had probably grown up 
with indoor plumbing.
Pop was a sky-watcher, too. Like all farmers, my 
parents anxiously watched for storms and knew the 
signs for hail and high winds. Rosy or yellow sun­
sets, sun dogs or rings around the moon—all were 
signs of changing weather, and my parents knew 
how to read them. In the evening, when mackerel 
clouds streaked the sky from horizon to horizon,
Mom would say: "Mackerel sky and a mare's tail, 
make big ships carry low sail."
On stormy nights, I was sometimes awakened by 
water dropping on my face. Quietly, the white- 
gowned figure of my mother would move around 
our bedroom sprinkling holy water. The water and 
her presence quieted any fears from thunderclaps 
and lightning flashes, and 1 drifted back to sleep.
•X. n 1916, shortly after my mother and father had 
bought our farm, my father built a washhouse. Most 
of our neighbors washed their clothes in sheds with 
dirt floors, and propelled the washers by hand. But 
our washhouse was far superior. It had a cement 
floor and rooms for coal and corncobs. Along one 
wall, Pop placed a cookstove for heating the wash 
water and for canning. The cream separator sat on
the west side. Pop's gasoline engine occupied a cor­
ner on the north. The engine pumped the well water 
when no wind blew to turn the windmill; it ground 
the grain for the flock of chicks Mom raised each 
year; and it powered the glory of the washhouse—a 
brand-new, double-tub Dexter washing machine. Pop 
had paid $35 for it and beamed with pride when he 
brought it home for Mom. It reigned in the center of 
the washhouse and helped ease Mom's work load for 
years.
One summer day in the 1930s, I was helping 
Mom with the wash. After she ran the clothes 
through the wash and rinse waters, I lugged them to 
the long clotheslines in the backyard and hung them 
to dry. The Dexter washer, older by now, needed re­
pairs. But it was the Great Depression, and Pop had 
little money for fixing it and none for replacing it.
As I returned from the lines, I thought I heard a 
weak cry. Nearing the washhouse, I heard my name 
called in a very light, high-pitched whisper. I hurried 
in. The wringer had caught Mom's sleeve, and then 
the front of her dress. It was torn to shreds, and her 
body, grotesquely twisted, was held tight to the 
wringer by her collar. The shutoff button had broken 
and she could not reach the levers. She was slowly 
choking to death.
In a strained whisper she told me to turn off the 
motor by touching a certain loose wire to a particular 
bolt. The motor stopped.
For weeks a raw, red strip showed around her 
neck. I'm sure the shutoff on the tub and motor were 
promptly fixed, but from then on, my brother Francis 
stayed in from the field on washdays. He carried the 
water, ran the tub, and helped Mom hang the clothes 
on the line.
The drought and depression of the 1930s sapped 
the vitality from Pop and Mom, just as it did from 
our land and livestock. To plant crops year after year, 
only to watch them shrivel and die, became heart­
breaking. In the late 1930s Pop lost the farm, but with 
my brother Francis's help they accumulated enough 
money to buy an acreage. Mom finally knew an 
easier life, with running water, a furnace, and elec­
tricity. In the spring and summer my parents could 
usually be found behind their house tending their 
large garden, Mom still wearing a sunbonnet. ❖
M ary Wear Briggs lives in Missouri Valley, Iowa. A retired 
teacher: she enjoys writing about her childhood in western Iowa.
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Patten’s
Neighborhood
by Jack Lufkin
photography by Cbuck Greiner
Printer Robert E. Patten hoped to open a museum partly devoted to the history 
of African Americans in Des 
Moines—the city he called home 
for almost 60 years. He intended to 
display some of the many items he 
had produced for Des Moines's 
black community, from tickets and 
posters to party invitations and 
family portraits. Patten never 
opened his museum, but his print­
ing legacy survives as the Robert 
E. Patten Collection at the State 
Historical Society of Iowa.
The 1,800 items in the collec­
tion represent more than Patten's
Above: Entrepreneur Robert E. Pat­
ten poses with a confident demeanor, 
about I 909.
projected museum. They reflect a 
past in which a largely segregated 
people developed a rich, varied, 
and oftentimes distinct neighbor­
hood community within the larger 
city—a neighborhood where those 
with money lived near those with 
none. The heart of this community 
was affectionately known as Cen­
ter Street, once located northwest 
of downtown Des Moines. Be­
tween the early 1900s and the 
1960s, Center Street thrived with­
in an otherwise segregated and 
sometimes hostile city. In this 
neighborhood, Des Moines's black 
community lived, worked, and 
played. And they took their print­
ing jobs to Robert Patten.
Patten was born in rural Geor­
gia in 1883 of African-American
and Native American lineage. Lit­
erally, a kick in the pants sent 
Patten in the direction of printing. 
According to his son, E. Hobart De 
Patten, Patten as a child was 
booted in the rump as he picked 
berries in a southern fruit patch. 
This act spurred him toward the 
goal of working for himself. When 
he learned as a young man that es­
tablished printers did not want to 
print his opinions, he determined 
that he would own his own print­
ing equipment.
Like many a restless young 
American, Patten traveled the 
country by rail in search of oppor­
tunity. He must have heard about 
the rare prospects for blacks in the 
southern Iowa coal-mining town 
of Buxton and moved there about
The Center Street Community 
and the African-American 
Printer Who Preserved It
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front of their Des Moines home.
On the eve of World War I, Des 
Moines's black population was ris­
ing from 1,100 (in 1900) to 3,500. 
When Fort Des Moines was desig­
nated as the site for the Colored 
Officers Training Camp, an influx 
of officer candidates increased the 
town's black population. The city's 
black population rose appreciably 
after the war as many officers from 
Fort Des Moines and recruits from 
Camp Dodge stayed and raised
1900. He made his living as a job 
printer, a photographer, and an 
itinerant seller of books and prints, 
particularly to black schools and 
businesses. About 1909 he moved 
to Des Moines and established his 
printing business and home along 
Center Street. In 1910, while sell­
ing books at an all-black school in 
Ohio, he met teacher Margaret 
Mitchell and married her. Their 
children would eventually help in 
Patten's print shop located in the
P a t t e n ’s versatile career included 
photography, sales, and printing. With 
this early-l900s Monroe camera, he 
produced and sold photographic post­
card prints. As director of the Unity 
Coal Company, Patten advocated 
buying and selling coal cooperatively 
to benefit the community. The 1940 
calendar represents yet another sales 
line; Patten ordered colorful picture 
calendars and then custom printed 
the advertising block for local busi­
nesses, who distributed the calendars 
as promotional gifts.
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families in Des Moines. This popu­
lation growth reflected the Great 
Migration, a huge population shift 
of blacks from the South to the 
North and Midwest. By 1950, 8,200 
blacks lived in Des Moines; by 
1960,10,300.
With scattered exceptions, 
most African Americans in Des 
Moines could live in only a few ar­
eas, and the area known as Center 
Street was one of them. Certainly, 
segregation was not as extreme in 
Des Moines, Iowa, as it was in the 
statutory Jim Crow South or in ma­
jor northern cities, like Chicago or 
Detroit, with much larger African- 
American populations. Indeed, de­
termining the extent of segregation 
in Des Moines is a tricky proposi­
tion. Although there was some ra­
cial interaction, the collective 
memory of longtime Des Moines 
black residents suggests that Afri­
can Americans generally could not 
patronize most Des Moines restau­
rants, hotels, and stores. Seating in 
theaters was usually segregated. 
Job opportunities were limited. 
Most social organizations and 
events remained off-limits to 
blacks.
The racial bigotry that ham­
strung blacks in their quest for eco­
nomic and social opportunities un­
derstandably left residual resent-j
ment of this separate but unequal 
condition. Nevertheless, most 
former Center Street residents feel 
a nostalgia for Center Street and a
lost sense of community, where 
neighbors had helped neighbors, 
looked after each other's children, 
and patronized local businesses.
In the 1960s the Center Street 
neighborhood was bulldozed to 
make way for urban renewal and 
construction of Interstate 235 
through Des Moines. But prior to 
this, Patten's granddaughter Bar­
bara Oliver-Hall and his son-in- 
law W. Lawrence Oliver had taken 
steps to preserve at least part of the 
Center Street community. Oliver-
J
Hall had worked in Patten's print 
shop as a child, and she remem­
bered Patten's dream of opening a 
museum. She asked her father to 
store printed materials that Patten 
had kept for years in his home, and
S o c ia l S c ie n c e  S y s te m
Seeks No Gif ts -A cceptsNo Gnamis 
ÂU Contributions te ri/n d e d  
fn  ¿3b o r Service o r Merchandise.
PHILOSOPHY
qf HUNAN HARMOfl
, .T ■ T m '
Z2Æ w. 1
r  atten stands next to his print shop around I 930.The signs advertise his involvement in cooperative ventures geared to ­
ward peaceful coexistence, problem solving, and fellowship. Cooperative business enterprises, he felt, held the key to racial 
uplift in an age of white supremacy and limited civil rights.
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By I 930, Robert E. Patten (above) 
had established himself as a successful 
job printer for African Americans in 
Des Moines.The only other known 
black printer at that  time in Des 
Moines was the Morris family, publish­
ers of the Iowa Bystander newspaper.
to save them from destruction in a 
specially built shed on his prop­
erty. In 1995, Patten's son, E. 
Hobart De Patten, donated the col­
lection to the State Historical Soci­
ety of Iowa, offering the Society a 
breathtaking opportunity to study 
and showcase the Center Street 
neighborhood from 1910 to 1960, 
then the largest concentration of 
African Americans in Iowa.
The collection is admittedly a 
fragment, but a rather large and 
significant one, of African-Ameri­
can history in Iowa. The images on 
the following pages are a sampling 
from the museum exhibit ''Patten's 
Neighborhood: Memories of the 
Center Street Community" at the 
Iowa Historical Building, 600 East 
Locust, Des Moines (Tuesday-Sat- 
urday, 9-4:30; Sunday, noon-4:30).
The collection unveils a vi­
brant neighborhood, bursting with 
the life of a community—in homes 
and workplaces, churches and 
gathering spots. Through Patten's 
printed posters, tickets and busi­
ness advertising, one relives the 
bustle of Center Street, the tanta­
lizing bargains of a local store, the 
enthusiasm for an upcoming con­
cert, the spiritual uplift of a church 
event, the pride of new beauty 
school graduates, the dazzle of a 
local night club.
One also senses the relentless 
energy of job printer Robert E. 
Patten—an entrepreneur of con­
siderable ambition, a printer with 
versatile skills, and an idealist in 
quest of sweeping change for Afri­
can Americans.
Jack Lufkin is a curator at the State His­
torical Society of Iowa. He curated the 
museum exhibit “Patten's Neighborhood: 
Memories of the Center Street Commu­
nity" in the Iowa Historical Building in 
Des Moines. He thanks the following for 
their assistance: E. Hobart De Patten, 
Barbara Oliver-Hall, Gwendolyn Fowler, 
Robert V. Morris, and Don Lee. Chuck 
Greiner is a freelance photographer from 
Huxley, Iowa, whose photos have often 
appeared in this magazine.
■ a t ten ’s children and other family 
members learned the business of sell­
ing as well as the art  of printing; they 
sold a variety of items, including 
greeting cards, postcards, and maga­
zines. One of his sons, E. Hobart De 
Patten, shown here in front of his 
Novelty Nook sales vehicle, also en­
gaged in other business ventures, in­
cluding real estate, a restaurant, gen­
eral printing, and a launderette. Most 
of the items on exhibit were donated 
by E. Hobart De Patten to the State 
Historical Society.
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A s  a sales agent in Des Moines, Robert E. Patten sold 
products during the I 930s, I 940s, and I 950s for the black- 
owned Lucky Heart Company of Memphis,Tennessee, 
which manufactured cosmetics and other products tar­
geted primarily to African Americans.These are some of 
the surviving product samples and a I 949 sales catalog.
Patten also printed advertisements and marketed items 
for local black entrepreneur Lawrence J. Chapman and his 
Uneedor Chemical Company. From his home shop, Chap­
man prepared a variety of food flavorings, cosmetics, clean­
ing products, and hair t rea tments  (see jar on far right).
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Right: Patten’s ads (upper right corner and purple stamp) 
direct customers to his Des Moines post office address. Al 
though Patten did not print this book, he kept it in his col­
lection. It is the only known surviving copy of Some Phases 
of Negro Life in Des Moines, published in I 903. The book’s 
preamble states its purpose of projecting a more positive 
image of African Americans, denigrated by society during 
this nadir in race relations. The box below Patten’s stamp 
features rising young attorney S.Joe Brown, who would be­
come one of Des Moines’s leading citizens.
In the late 1920s Patten began work for a book featuring 
biographies of African Americans and photos of their Des 
Moines homes.The project was never completed, but the 
photos that  survive reveal the variety of housing in the 
Center Street  neighborhood. Here, in one of the photos, 
Edna and John Spriggs pose by their house at 1060 14th 
Street, constructed and stuccoed by Spriggs. An Alabama 
native, he came to Des Moines in 1913 and became the 
city’s first African-American stucco builder, a skill he had 
learned in the South.
S. JOE BROWN
Superintendent of Sunday School 
iii.I Clerk ol St. Paul's Church. Mem- 
Ix-r of tlur Greek Scholarship Society 
if I In Meta Kappa. l-orincrly Pro- 
ic-sor ot Ancient Language* in liishop 
College, Marshall, Texas. At present 
a practicing attorney and resident 
men her ol the linn of Woodson 
Brown, Attorneys at l aw and Notaries 
Public, with offices it Des Moines and 
Mucliakitiock, Iowa.
A 'lurtK 'jr H. JG K  HttOW N, A 11 , U ,  B
C. Anderson E. S. Morgan
Proprietary of ih.
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■ amily celebrations brought in photography and print jobs 
like these for Patten.Today, the samples he kept document 
the importance of family life in the Center  S treet  com m u­
nity. Mass-produced pictures of family milestones appeared 
on calendars Patten customized for local businesses, which 
chose from a variety of images like the ones here. He also 
printed invitations to anniversaries (see the small cards 
here) and other  celebrations.The printed mat framing the 
50th anniversary photo of Arbelia and James Gray reminds 
Americans to buy war bonds and stamps—and to dine and 
dance at the local Sepia Club.
SEPIA CLUB ANNIVERSARY PHOTO COURTESY OF EOYTHE GRAY SPATES
Irle*
sSgfèBg
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SEPIA CLUB
■Jr The Finest Night Spot in The Mi
STAMPS
STAMPS
NO COVER CHARGE .&
NO M I N I M U M  C H A R G E
7; DINE and DANCE
y /  music b l
V i  G R A Y  B R O S .  B A N D
1014 C en te r S t
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P a t t e n  sold a series of inspirational lithographs intended to decorate African- 
American homes or gathering places.These are two of the series. World heavy­
weight champion Jack Johnson (left) was a hero to African Americans, but was 
scorned by white supremacists. His life was the basis of the play The Great White 
Hope, a te rm  referring to his opponents. Above:The religious nature of this 
lithograph might have lent itself to a church as well as a home.The series also 
included portraits of Booker T. Washington, Frederick Douglass, Paul Lawrence 
Dunbar, W.E.B. DuBois, Hightower T. Kealing, and Sissieretta (Black Patti) Jones.
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P a t t e n  sold (but did not print) this color lithograph 
“The Seasons,” of black women fashionably dressed in 
early 20th century attire.
Right: Patten printed a variety of materials for Center 
Street  businesses, including these from the Crescent 
Beauty School. In I 939, Pauline Brown (later 
Humphrey) founded Crescent, Iowa’s first black beauty 
culture school after attending one of Madam C.J. 
Walker’s beauty schools in Chicago. (Walker’s line of 
hair products made her America’s first black woman 
millionaire.)
Black-owned beauty parlors appeared in nearly ev­
ery African-American community in the 20th century, 
as more black women could afford to spend money on 
commercial hair care. An aspiring beautician could be­
gin her operation in her home with little operating 
capital.
The Jewish Community Center, at 801 Forest, was 
one of the few white organizations to host events for 
the Crescent Beauty School and other African-Ameri­
can community groups.The center had originated on 
Des Moines’s east side to serve many of the city’s first 
Jewish immigrants.
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TO T O W N
SPO N SO R S
Crescent Beauty Sehr
a n d  B ea u ty  S h o p s
Evalon 
Vo Pon 
Bernice
Murline
Polly’s
Berline
Ruth':»
Le Joyce  
Miniature
THURS., S E P T
8 p. m.
»944
Admission 50c
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'ecial Sale Prices
Week of July 29th
Dr. Fred Palmer’* Face Powder Always in Stock
W o  C a r r y  Y o u r  F a v o r i t e  B r a n d  o f  Cigarette***
<s r y r e s s
t ^ ciie0T(l,uer.VroP'
rood
Snnitoi Liquid Sham poo .50—39c
Ayers* Hair Vigor S1.10-96C
M nhdeen D andruff Remover $1.00—86c
C ocoanut Oil Sham poo .35-27c
A.D.S; Shaving Cream ,50—39c
A.D.S. Aspirin .20—14c
G ran d p a’s W onder Soap .08--06c
P asteurine Shaving Cream .35 -  27c
Mavis T alcum .25-2 1 c
H obson*8 Cascaril!*» .2 5 -  17c
U nguentfne .30 -  26c
Dr. H obson’s Baby Cough Syrup .25 -  17c
Dr. Simmon*’ Squrw Vine Compound $1.00 -  79c
fom vvouen
Men chola turn .2 5 -  21c
U nguentinc Soap .25 -2 1 c
Dr Fred Palm er’s Skin W 'hitener ,25 -2 1 cJ Four Fold L in im en t .6 0 -4 1 c
O v e r  the decades, Patten printed 
thousands of business cards for Cen­
ter  Street residents. A large percent­
age of the African-American work 
force in Des Moines consisted of gen­
eral laborers who performed hauling, 
painting, and repair services. A few of 
their business cards rest on Patten’s 
proof press.
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Left: Patten printed numerous items 
for African Americans who opened 
and managed their own businesses in 
response to the discrimination they 
found in many Des Moines businesses. 
Black-owned businesses ranged from 
pharmacies and law offices to barber 
shops and luncheonettes. Patten 
printed posters, broadsides, business 
cards, blotters, and customized pro­
motional calendars for local busi­
nesses.
Although most public discrimina­
tion in Iowa had been outlawed by 
1892, many white business owners 
continued to discriminate against 
blacks, including white-owned restau­
rants that refused to serve African 
Americans well into the 1940s and 
beyond. Within the Center  Street 
community, this gave aspiring restau­
rant owners a built-in business base.
The businesses represented here 
were community fixtures for decades. 
Sampson’s Chicken Shack was lo­
cated on the east side, a short trolley 
ride away from Center Street.
Patten’s son-in-law, attorney W. 
Lawrence Oliver, whose portrait  ap­
pears here, was instrumental in saving 
the Patten collection with his daugh­
ter, Barbara Oliver^Hall.
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Kyles AME. Zion Church
709  So. E a s t  I S th  S tr e e t
The moating* ore conducted by Rev. H. A. Simmons, the Cos* 
pal Kvangallit] Cider A. N. Fox. the  S p irit tilled Evangelist Singer 
and Her. L. R. Ktnard, Pastor in charge
P a s to r s  a n d  m e m b e rs  oE a l l  d e n o m in a tio n s
are invited to come and take part in (iod’s Services
lo r  VICTORY Let us Seek CHRIST
T h e  P o i s o n  P o o l
A Dramatic Picture
IN 5 REELS
Played by Colored Actors
At St. Paul A.M.E. Church
lu e s .,  July 2 5 t h ,  1 9 2 2  8.15 P.M .
Auspices  of Bell Club
You can't ajjord to miss this picture; come see 
the good, that may come out oj this Poison 
Pool of the mixture oj the races.
ADM ISSION 25 cts.
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P a t t e n ’s print jobs for local black churches help document 
the special events and the everyday activities of African- 
American communities. Above: A bulletin from St. Paul’s 
A.M.E. Church in Des Moines is still on one of Patten’s 
presses. As is typical for black communities across the na­
tion, churches were the largest, most influential organiza­
tions in black Des Moines, and black clergy and lay leaders 
assumed strong leadership roles in the community.
Opposite:  In 1942, Corinthian Baptist Church brought to ­
gether national gospel singer Johnnie L. Howard Franklin 
and local singer Mildred Griffin; and Kyles A.M.E. Zion, 
which served the African-American neighborhood on Des 
Moines’s east side, sponsored a peace revival. In I 922, St. 
Paul A.M.E. Church showed The Poison Pool, one of the ear­
liest films featuring an African-American cast. St. Paul 
A.M.E. and Corinthian Baptist churches are still located 
near the site of the old Center  Street  neighborhood. --
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T o a Friend, Your P S s o tc g ra j ih  has more personal significance 
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C L A U D 1 Î  F R Y E , P hotographer, 1 4 1 3  Purli S treet
For la te s t S tyles in 
H a ir  D ressing  Call
Polly's 
Beauty Shop
1108 E. 16ih St. Ph.6-1986
Square Deal 
Tailors & Cleaners
‘D e lta  Sigma Theta Sor o n t
ALWAYS A BARGAIN At
l6th Street 
G rocery
1601 School S tree t 
Phone 4-7026 
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W ork GUARANTEED 
1002 C en ter S t. P h . 3-9731
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A lte ra tio n s  See or Call
P r e s e n t s  T h e
Mrs. John Wilson s e c o n d  ANNUAL
1020 16th St. Ph. 4-5893 U C K 1
Wright's Grocery
Dr. C. R. Bradford
404 E . 5 th  S t .  P h .  4-3627
D rugs of all K inds
Higgins Pharmacy
122 L ocust St. Ph . 3-9854 
1000 C enter S r. Ph. 3-9807
10C1 17th S t. P h . 3 5531 
Free Delivery
Dr. W. J. Ritchey
D E N T IST  
Office H ours 
9-12; 1-5; P. M.
517 M ulberry S treet 
Phone 3-8411
Je w ish
ommuniti] enter
th and Forest
Left: Black women’s organizations 
enjoyed a long tradition of public ser­
vice, and those in Des Moines fre­
quented Patten’s print shop.This pho­
tograph of the Flower Com m ittee  for 
a July I 938 meeting of the Central As­
sociation of Colored Women ap­
peared in the Chicago Defender, a 
prominent African-American newspa­
per. Margaret Patten is in the upper 
left. In I 935, the Des Moines chapter 
of Delta SigmaTheta sorority initi­
ated the “Jabberwock,” a vaudeville 
entertainment fund raiser for college 
scholarships.The sorority remains 
quite active today.
r\i ght: Patten also secured printing 
jobs from m en’s social and service 
clubs in Center  Street, including the 
Monarchs, to which he belonged and 
which still functions today. Groups 
like the Monarchs flourished because 
discrimination and segregation neces­
sitated the formation of clubs for 
black members. A few were branches 
of national organizations, but many 
had local origins. Functions varied 
from recreational events to charitable 
fund raising to calls for community 
action. The Monarchs’ annual min­
strel event, advertised here, had be­
gun in 1924. Proceeds benefited a 
black Boy Scout troop and the black
YMCA and YWCA.
Below: Dance programs from Cente 
Street social events rest on Patten’s 
platform stapler.
RETURN PERFORMANCE:-
bij (popular Dernand
C u r t a i n  8 : 3 0  O ’c l o c k
Jew ish  Community Center
8th Street and F o re d  A uenue
AîiuIîh - 25r Admi s s i o n  (iljiUVru - 15r
If you didn't see “The ShoiD ’ - - Ask Your Neighbor!!
NOTE: People holding Tickets for First Performance 
will be Admitted upon Presentation of Ticket.
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SAXOPHONE LOANED BY EOVTHE GRAY SPATES
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Left: Des Moines residents could 
hear some of the country’s finest jazz, 
be-bop, and blues. Oftentimes nation­
ally famous black musicians per­
formed for a separate white audience 
first, then put on a late-night perfor­
mance for black audiences at Center 
Street spots such as the Billiken Nite 
Club or the Sepia Supper Club.
Local musicians also filled the bill 
at the Billiken and the Sepia. Oppo­
site, inset: Ernest “Speck” Redd, the 
freckled jazz pianist, was a renowned 
teacher, performer, and radio host. 
After Redd opted to forgo a national 
musical career and stay in Des Moines 
to raise his family, his band played of­
ten at the Billiken. Patten printed sev­
eral posters that  advertised his per­
formances. Redd’s most famous pupil 
was young Louis Wertz, who later be­
came Roger Williams.
Rufus M. Spates played this gleam­
ing tenor saxophone with his friends 
the Gray Brothers and Irene Miles 
(now spelled Myles).
THE REAL
RAGE
oF
The World's
Greatest Entertainer
MUSIC - LAUGHTER - THRILLS - HOT SENSUOUS RHYTHM
THAT'S
PRINCESS TAM TAM
WITH
JOSEPHINE BAKER W h e n  international blues singer and 
dancer Josephine Baker appeared in 
Des Moines for a I 939 showing of her 
movie Princess Tam Tam, Patten 
printed tickets and local appearance 
dates on these mass-produced adver­
tisements. Born in St. Louis and later 
centered in Paris, Baker’s colorful life 
also involved spying against the Nazis 
in occupied France, adopting I 2 inter­
national orphans, and becoming a 
civil rights activist. But she is most re ­
membered for her sensational, albeit 
controversial, dance performances.
0  M USICAL F ILM  /
M I D  N I T E  S H O W
S at. S ep t. 3 0 , 1 lil/O fl 1200 (~enter Street
1939 ullIlKull Advance Sale 41c
TICKETS ON SALE
COMMUNITY PHARMACY BILLIKEN NITE CLUB
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PHOTO COURTESY OF EDYTHE GRAY SPATES
T h e  G ray Brothers Band blazes away at the Sepia Club in 
the I 940s. Front row, from left: Howard Gray, Wesley 
Bettis, Rufus Spates, and an unidentified t rum pet  player. 
Charles Gaiter plays the bass, and Harold Maupin is on the 
drums.
Right: Just as the music of local and national musicians 
filled Center  Street  night spots, the rhythmic sounds of job 
presses filled Patten’s print shop, as he produced poster af­
te r  poster for local engagements. Here, a poster from a 
1946 performance of the Gray Brothers rests on Patten’s 
printing shop guillotine, used to cut press jobs.The Gray 
Brothers played at numerous local engagements, including 
this 1946 spring dance sponsored by theYouth’s Council of 
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People.The Des Moines chapter of the NAACP, begun in 
1915, was one of the first local chapters launched in cities 
beyond the East Coast.
1
Mitchell Drug, Store 
1 2*1» & t “«nterBridgcm a n Drug
nuli S  Center
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I his s treet  sign once marked the intersection at 12th and Center  Streets in 
Des Moines. Sections of the Center  Street  neighborhood stood in the path of 
I 960s urban renewal and the construction of Interstate 235, as forewarned in 
this I 958 Des Moines Tribune. Many Center  Street  residents and businesses were 
displaced, and a community that  had thrived for decades eroded.The night be­
fore the area was closed for demolition, Al “ Hinky” Brewer took down this sign 
as a remembrance of his longtime residence in the neighborhood.
Robert E. Patten, whose Center  Street  printing presses had churned out 
thousands of ephemeral announcements of new businesses and hot bargains, 
family celebrations and late-night blues, died in I 968. •>
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Journey back
th ro u g h  t im e  w ith  
Io w a  H e rita g e  Illu s tra te d —  
y o u r to u r  g u id e  to  
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VJoldwater 
Supporters, 
West Liberty, 
1964” 
by Joan 
Liffring-Zug
One in a
C-
— r
Among the millions of items in the collections of the State Historical Soci­
ety of Iowa is this photo from the Joan Liffring-Zug Collection. The collec­
tion comprises thousands of images and a half million negatives repre­
senting her work from 1945 to the present, documenting Iowa's ethnic 
and cultural heritage and everyday life. Her images sometimes reveal hu­
mor, sometimes pathos, but always a sense of illuminating detail. For a 
sampling of her work, visit "My Life with My Camera: An Exhibition of 
Photographs by Joan Liffring-Zug" at the Iowa Historical Building in Des 
Moines through December.
) \
ROOKIE OF THE YEAR
a l s o  f e a t u r i n g :
T h e  S t o r i e s  o f
BOOKER T. W A S H IN G T O N  
SADIE T. M. ALEXANDER 
SUGARCHILE ROBINSON
African-American residents of the  C enter S tree t neighborhood 
in Des Moines surely cheered long and hard when Brooklyn 
Dodger Jackie Robinson was nam ed Rookie of theY ear after his 
team  alm ost won the  1947 W orld Series. Robinson was the  first 
to  break th e  color barrier in m ajor league baseball. C en ter 
S tree t job prin ter Robert E. Patten saved this 1948 issue of Negro 
Heroes featuring Robinson. The publication was one of 1,800 
pieces of printed m aterial th a t Robert E. Patten preserved, many 
of the  local pieces printed by him in his C en ter S tree t print 
shop. T he P a tten  C ollection docum en ts  half a cen tu ry  of 
A frican-A m erican h isto ry  in th e  C e n te r  S tre e t  com m unity. 
This issue of Iowa Heritage Illustrated showcases this collection.
